Where: Oxford Fire Department

When: Starts Tuesday February 10th @18:30 hrs

Instructor: NYS Fire Instructor Douglas Shattuck

Pre-Registration is required
by visiting our web page at
www.chenangofireems.com

Description: 01-09-0071 Hazardous Materials First Responder Operations

Prepares emergency response personnel for safe and effective response and stabilization of incidents involving hazardous materials from a defensive position. It meets the training requirements of OSHA 1910.120 for the first responder, both at the awareness and operations levels. It includes recognizing and identifying hazardous materials, classifications and the hazards of each class, transport vehicles and associated hazards, planning for incidents, personal protective equipment for the first responder and its limitations, confinement methods, and decontamination procedures. Case studies are used to identify appropriate operational procedures. This course is also contained in the 78-hour Firefighter I (01-05-0019) course.